Licence application for the use of the trademark
Please enclose fabric sample minimum size 50 x 50 cm.
name and full address of applicant
town

e-mail

street / P. O. Box

country

description and end use
spinner
composition of raw material in %

Spun yarn Nm / fibre denier
Single or number of threads in doubled yarns
composition of effect yarns or filaments
type of machine and gauge
dyeing and finishing
construction
						

Date

Stamp/Signature

To be completed by Dralon GmbH only!
In case of articles not made exclusively of dralon® where this
trademark may only be used as described above with a qualifying
clause or for specific parts, this also applies to the logo.

Licence sheet no.
in respect of licence agreement no.
Under figure III, paragraph 1 of the above Licence Agreement, we
hereby grant you permission to label the above mentioned article with
the dralon® logo. Instead of the word dralon® the logo

(hereinafter referred to as “the logo”) can be used on labels, packaging
and other means of identification. The name “dralon®” and the symbol
are registered trademarks whose purpose is exclusively to identify the
origin of the fibre material.

In addition, the conditions stipulated in the Licence Agreement
for the use of the dralon® trademark, with exception of figure V,
para 3 also apply to use of the logo. However, the use of the
logo in advertisements, other advertising matter and commercial
publications is only permitted once our approval has been obtained
for the proposed layout.
Dralon GmbH
Dormagen
as of: January 2001

Technischer Befund
Lizenzfähig

Ja

Nein

Technisch beurteilt durch:

Datum

										

Stempel/Unterschrift
1

Minimum fastness conditions for dralon®
A very high level of fastness must be achieved with fabrics produced
from 100% dralon® or in blends with other fibres. The fastness should
not fall below the values given in the following table. Should a lower
value occur then the use of the trademark cannot be permitted.

The Dralon GmbH reserves the right to conduct spot-checks if
necessary to assure themselves that the minimum fastness standards
are maintained.

dralon® Outerwear

dralon® Home textiles

Light fastness (DIN 54 003 and 54 004)
(prints)

5
(4)*

6
6

Wash fastness (DIN 54 014)
Colour change
Bleeding

4–5
4

4–5
4

Perspiration fastness (DIN 54 020) alkaline + acid
Colour change
Bleeding

4–5
4–5

4–5
4–5

Dry and wet rubbing fastness (DIN 54 021)

4–5

4–5

Fastness to dry cleaning in perchlorethylene (DIN 54 024)
Colour change
Bleeding

4–5
4–5

4–5
4–5

Fastness in hot pressing (light) (DIN 54 054)

4–5

*(When necessary, concessions regarding the light fastness can be
made in the case of very pale pastel shades.)

All dyestuffs used for fibre blends must ensure the same high
fastness properties as those used to dye dralon®. The flammability
performance of upholstery fabrics and the finish which determines
burning behaviour do not form part of our trademark agreement test.
They are the responsibility of the manufacturer of the finished goods.

If and insofar as there are legal regulations in the country of sale which
require that goods of this type meet specific test standards, the use of
trademark dralon® is only permitted if you have a certificate from an
official test institute stating that the goods satisfy these requirements.

Dralon GmbH | Chempark Dormagen | Gebäude B900
Postfach 10 04 85 | D-41522 Dormagen
Tel +49 2133 51-5130 | Fax +49 2133 51-3422
www.dralon.com
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